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A word about this document

This document has been prepared as a valuable resource and planning guide for reaching San Juan 
Diego Academy budgetary needs in fiscal years 2021-2025.

Figures are not exact, nor meant to be. All, however, are directionally accurate.

The SJDA Strategic Plan projects growth this document does not. Fundraising here is static at 
$700,000, which means this is the minimum amount that should be raised each fiscal year.

Memorial gifts and corporate matches are not reflected in this document. These giving areas are 
difficult to control and influence. Income from these sources can help offset shortfalls elsewhere or 
help accelerate endowment/foundation growth.

Text Highlighted by this alternative color indicates projects that could be easily delegated to support 
staff. 

Shine like the whole universe is yours
Rumi
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Events

May Crowning $165,000

SRN Mass $50,000

*Golf Outing $40,000

Hispanic Heritage Night $15,000

 $270,000

Foundations

Cook Foundation $35,000

Wege Foundation $35,000

New Annual Grant(s) $30,000

Jandernoa $25,000

Sebastian Foundation $20,000

Kremer Foundation $10,000

Walsh Foundation $5,000

 $160,000

Appeals

End of Year  $100,000

Newsletters x3 $50,000

NP Parishes (not MC) $35,000

Lybunt/Sybunt $6,000

Giving Tuesday (board driven) $5,000 

 $196,000 

New Money

Promise Conversions $15,000

New Monthly’s & Lybunt $219,000

New Donors (board driven) $35,000

 $74,000

Total: $700,000 per fiscal year

San Juan Diego Academy Fund Raising Buckets
FY 21-23 

11%

22%

28%

39%

Events Foundations Appeals New

*The O'Rourke Open is scheduled to raise $20,000 in year one and increase $10,000 every year thereafter. This leaves 10,000-
30,000 deficit in years '21-23 which will require redress outside of the plan.
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What’s Different from  
Earlier Plans?
Expectations for SRN collection has increased

Addition of annual Golf event

Conversion of Hispanic Heritage event into a fundraiser

Functions to spread event fundraising  across all seasons

Functions as point of entry for first time donors

Engages parents and families as donors

Secular in origin so more openness for non-Catholic donors

Expectations for Non partner parish support has increased 

Resist urge to act passively - develop this group pro-actively

Step up focus on St. Pius X and Holy Redeemer to replicate SRN

Keep separate from May Crowning income, even if given 
during that period

Giving Tuesday added as board-driven event to identify new 
Latino donors, lower-level donors, millennials and Gen Z 
prospects

Development of monthly donors becomes intentional

Grant revenues increase annually

Expectation for board to drive $35,000 in new donations outside 
of planned events

Promise Campaign conversions are pro-actively sought

Lunch with principal reinstated 

What Happens when the $700,000 Goal 
is Left UnMet?
Families suffer because tuition cannot be further reduced.

Donor trust suffers because Promise monies are spent too soon.

Catholic education suffers because the myth of non-support is 
circulated. 

What Happens when the $700,000 Goal 
is Met and Exceeded?
Families are supported and enrollment grows

Community trust flourishes and support grows

Generations are brought out of poverty

Catholic education wins
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Draft a one paragraph  
Case Statement

Make it:

Inspirational
Donor Centric

Transparent
Meaningful

Share it widely

(See Branding Note before  
beginning this process)

A Note About Branding  
San Juan Diego Academy

Eleven years in it is, perhaps, time to reconsider branding.

Is SJDA still “your mission school next door”?  

Not if the children it serves are now second and third 
generation Hispanics.  

Not if the language barrier has shrunk or is no longer a 
compelling factor within the    
curriculum.

Or, should the Mission School branding concept be 
resurrected and more fully utilized than it has been in recent 
years?

What branding concepts are most likely to influence 
enrollment and retention?

Which are most likely to positively influence donors and 
prospects?

Is the SJDA of today more launch school than mission 
school? Is it less likely to serve  non-English speaking 
students and more likely to serve students that are very poor 
and probably living in single parent homes? 

Might SJDA consider fundraising for all Latino students 
in all schools across the diocese and re-brand its concept 
accordingly?  

Raising tuition support for all families across the diocese 
would expand the donor pool and create a niche for SJDA 
that is waiting to be filled.

These things need to be discussed and considered, 
objectively assessed against data and enrollment projections 
before creating new - or reviving old - branding concepts or 
creating a case statement.
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FIRST STEP:  RESEARCH
When research is side-stepped, assumptions are made and 
embarrassing communication blunders soon follow.

Talk with investors

Establish reliable two-way communication channels and test 
them

Stay updated with professional journals and trade resources

Convene focus groups

Purposefully assess the competition

Pay attention to your most clicked-on web pages, stories, and 
emails

Fact check

Understand your end-users, their communities, beliefs, income 
and lifestyle 

Understand your stakeholders and what makes them tick

Do your stakeholders and prospects feel heard? 

How do you know? 

View your organization from an outsider’s perspective

Regularly elicit stakeholder feedback and participation at all levels

Everything you believe or take for granted is assumption; 
question it vigorously

 

SECOND STEP: PLANNING
Without thoughtful planning, you might as well be throwing 
spaghetti at the wall.

Build in the time necessary time to succeed

Is the budget in place?

Are volunteers at the ready?

Ask yourself “ What is the purpose of this event or project”? 

How will that purpose be communicated?  

What is the intended outcome? 

Who is the intended audience? 

Inclusive or Exclusive? 

Fund-raiser, Friend-raiser or both? 

What is the ultimate takeaway message? 

Spell out the 5Ws and the H (Who, What, When, Why, Where and 
How)

Does everyone involved understand the purpose of this project 
and their role in it?

How have you communicated the above?

Is that communication understood?

Are you sure? Who have you asked to provide critical feedback?

Put the plan in writing, even if just half a page

What are the attributes of success in this instance? 

Run through the project or event from a participant’s point-of-
view

What could go wrong?

What is being done to avoid those pitfalls and to narrow the 
margins for error?

Is failure an option? 

Count your tamales.

The 4 Steps
Many philanthropy executives first spent decades in the field of public relations where certification at the highest level meant pledging 
adherence to the Four Step Process:

RESEARCH     PLANNING     IMPLEMENTATION     EVALUATION

The Four Step Process is a standard successful communicators have carried with them into the fundraising field. While the temptation is 
to jump to implementation (the event, the appeal, the newsletter), these remain hollow accessories without the solid basis of research 
and planning to back them up
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THIRD STEP: IMPLEMENTATION
The fun part we are tempted to jump to first.

Creating the invitation

Ordering the centerpieces

Drafting the speeches

Promoting

Communicating (keep all stakeholders involved and on message)

Hosting

Acknowledging

Leaders stay above the fray of implementation

Leaders manage the details rather than being drowned by them.

Get help with the hands-on activities 

Free yourself to be present to people - the donors, prospects, 
families, staff and stakeholders

FOURTH STEP: EVALUATION
Be hard on yourselves to learn and improve. 

Did the outcome meet expectations? 

Why or why not? 

Will it be replicated and, if so, under what conditions? 

Did you reach the intended audience with the intended 
message? 

Where is proof of that? 

Evaluate your communication channels; are they invitational and 
approachable? 

Did you take outsider communication seriously and utilize the 
feedback appropriately? 

Now, move back into the research phase by interviewing a cross-
section of participants 

Request their viewpoint and write it down

Did you dodge any bullets?

Why were they not pre-empted?

What were the surprises, good and not so good? 

The untended consequences? 

The bright and shining star? 

How can execution be improved?

Draft a paragraph or two report

This is a valuable process so don’t skip it. 

While the 4 Steps should occur simultaneously throughout the year, think of Mid-June through Mid-August as front loading Steps 1 
& 2: RESEARCH, PLANING 

While the remainder of the year is dedicated mostly to Steps 3 & 4: EXECUTION, EVALUATION

Remember, the entire year is at risk for imploding if Steps 1 & 2 are ignored or given short shrift.

In All Things, Slavishly Utilize the Four Step Process
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Research grants and develop written grant calendar

Invite foundation representatives to lunch

Show ROI from their point-of-view

Make specific plans for how $30,000 in new grant funding will be 
met year to year.

Grant Revenues:   $160,000

Issue Lybunt-Sybunt Letters

Anticipated Revenues:   $6,000

 

Prime the Pump

Make list of new people to invite to Lunch with the Principal. 
These are general prospects and people in the community that 
could be good ambassadors for the school, not necessarily 
donors.

Meet with top 5 - 10 top donors to thank them in person and ask 
them for names of others in their sphere of influence who are 
not yet part of the SJDA family that you might reach out to. Share 
these names with your board during the first board meeting. 
Develop plan for contacting each one.

Begin to keep running list of all new donations/donors and 
prepare separate acknowledgment for new donors that includes 
a brief questionnaire and SASE (Research, learning and two-way 
communication opportunity)  

Build the Pipeline.

Develop plans to re-institute Lunch with the Principal or a similar 
device to bring new people to the school, showcase students 
and develop community synergy. Develop targeted guest list 
complete with detailed contact information. Add to data base.

Review advertising in back-issues of all diocesan bulletins and 
develop list of corporate/business  donors to prospect.  Add this 
group to the data base.

Collect annual reports or similar materials from area non profits 
including cultural.

Work with Vaughans or others on ways to connect with Holy 
Redeemer/Jenison. 

Work with Fr. Lally, Tom Doyle and others to secure pro bono 
catering for Hispanic Heritage Night and May Crowning as 
appropriate. 

Schedule August meetings with each board member (see next 
page)

Work with SRN to set aside space in their bulletin over the course 
of the year (January for Catholic School’s Week promotion, 
September for Volunteer Sunday, etc) and also plan for bulletin 
insert(s) as might be useful/appropriate. Do not ignore or 
postpone this vital communication step.

Identify and codify role of SRN/SJDA conduit

Speaks at SRN masses

Rejuvenates previous programs like Fiesta 

Hosts SRN parishioner tours

Seeks volunteers

Reminds parish of SJDA needs

Interfaces with parish groups including Knights

Work with St. Pius and/or Holy Redeemer/St. Sebastian to offer 
Guadalupe reenactment mass for cultural exchange. First step 
toward greater partnership. Seek commitment for December 
Guadalupe reenactment in at least one of these parishes. Bring 
students to them. It is important to mix at their site in order to 
engage broadest number of viewers and to truly live the cultural 
exchange.   
Do not skip or postpone this critical primer. If SJDA does not 
maintain and grow its partner church outreach, especially with SRN 
and St. Pius/Holy Redeemer, future widespread support is doomed. 
Begin now with the cultural exchange of a lovely reenactment 
mass. It is possible to line up two of these despite the busy 
December month. Parishioners and priests may very well welcome 
the diversion and the concept of The Magi/Evangelization cannot 
be lost.

July
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Meet with every board member one on one and line up their activities for the year

Review big picture for coming year and get their buy-in

Ask for communication ideas, direction

Request names to invite to Lunch with the Principal and/or general tour

Review diocesan bulletin advertising list with all board members and ask if there is a  particular business that stands out that 
should be hosted or pursued

Thank them for their time and commitment - ask for their “story” as to why they are  inspired to connect with SJDA and write it down for 
future use and introductions

Request (and “assign”) special assistance on certain projects that require board members’ individual attention for example:

Novosad.  Ask to commit to bringing in five people or five 
groups over the year to  groom as SJDA ambassadors. Ask to 
commit to developing and helping to launch a millennial /GenZ 
outreach plan.  Ask to lead Giving Tuesday appeal with three or 
so peer-to-peer campaigns. 

Burgess. Ask to help identify and bring on a new board member 
of influence and affluence. Ask to host an investment banking 
breakfast at the school with Zimmerman. Ask to emcee/act as 
auctioneer and/or raffle ticket purveyor at appropriate events.  
Ask also to host intimate home dinner to introduce friends 
of influence and affluence to the SJDA cause. Ask to donate 
cottage for 50/50 auction during Hispanic Heritage event.

Sarb. Review planned giving donors to date and ask to expand 
that list in the coming year. Discuss how development office 
might help support this effort.

Patzy. Ask to lead Giving Tuesday appeal with peer-to-peer 
campaigns. Ask to commit to bringing Hispanic leaders to 
tour the school as well as others within his sphere of influence, 
especially people in the medical field. Lunch with the Principal is 
one way, individual tour is another and attendance at Hispanic 
Heritage Night is a third.

Zimmerman. Ask to host an investment banking breakfast at 
the school with Burgess. 

Ask to bring two people to Lunch with the Principal. (Maybe 
new bank employees that he attends with?).

Fraga. Ask to play major role at Hispanic Heritage Night, perhaps 
coordinating the raffle tickets. Ask to commit to interviewing, 
recording and photographing four recent SJDA graduates for 
use on Facebook, Website or Newsletter. Ask to make call backs 
and schedule Lunch with the Principal.

Nixon. Ask to manage grant process and foundation 

communication. Ask to write one paragraph multi-use case 
statement.

Ursul. Captains the golf event. Ask also to host intimate home 
dinner to introduce friends of influence and affluence to the 
SJDA cause. Ask to donate cottage for 50/50 auction during 
Hispanic Heritage event. (Maureen O’Rourke and Steve Waugh 
may also be open to this).

SRN/SJDA conduit.  Locate and formally name a St. Robert 
of Newminster representative.  Treat this person as an ad 
hoc member of the development board. She/he can run 
interference on bulletin announcements, be present at events, 
represent the SRN community and interact with SRN school, 
SRN Knights, volunteers, etc.

Team.  Drive $35,000 in new donor support.

Team.  Engage financially at your personal best and encourage 
the Governance Board to do the same.

August
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The Promise Campaign
Now is a good time to bring some focus to the Promise 
Campaign.

There appears to be as much as $30,000 – $50,000 that could be 
captured annually from donors who have fulfilled their Promise 
pledges. (See detail following)

Promise donors have not been communicated with as such. They 
have not been informed as to the success of the campaign or its 
current status.

A lovingly crafted newsletter featuring updates, a list of fulfilled 
pledges, a ‘tour’ of the capital project, some pull-out quotes 
regarding endowment and an overview of the success and 
impact of the Kinder Promise is long overdue.  

Flag exterior envelope to denote unique content.
Include well written individualized letter containing specific 
reference to their pledge and its current status. 

Once this newsletter and appropriate accompanying 
acknowledgment has been sent, a second phase - about six 
weeks later - can center around conversion requests.  Many 
Promise donors are in the position to convert to an annual $6,500 
scholarship pledge while others may be asked for more or less 
depending upon their circumstances.

Since the endowment portion of the campaign has not, yet, met 
its goal, this could be parlayed into a future fundraising event.  
Think Endowment Dinner with a featured speaker (Michael 
Jandernoa or Tom Scrace, Foundation Director, Notre Dame?) 
that opens the door for additional endowment pledges and 
emphasizes planned gifts.  

Take Care of the People and the Paperwork will 
Take Care of Itself
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SJDA PROMISE CAMPAIGN
As of April 2021, both the Kinder Promise and the Capital Promise exceeded goals.
The Endowment Campaign fell $601,269 below expectations. 

     

Fulfilled Pledges Ready for Conversions (Sample)
Sowle (completed $148,282) 
Kathy Hoekstra (completed $900) 
Robert Nault (completed $500)  
Margaret Annerino (completed $5,500) 
Richard Panek (completed $30,000) 
Jeff Needham (completed $5,000) 
Joe Erhardt (completed $20,000 pledge) 
Jay Stephan (completed $7,500 pledge) 
John Kirkwood (completed $30,000 pledge) 
Mike Ruggeri (completed $50,000)  
Minimum Annual Amount of Conversions:  

0

300,000

600,000

900,000

1,200,000

1,500,000

Kinder Promise

Goal: $1,350,000

Pledged: $1,361,750

Received: $891,653

Outstanding: $470,097

Capital Promise 

Goal: $500,000

Pledged: $763,850

Received: $763,850

Outstanding: $0

Endowment Promise

Goal: $1,250,000

Pledged: $648,731

Received: $441,050

Outstanding: $207,681

Goal Pledged
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Send Lunch with Principal Invitation

Issue Lunch with the Principal Invitations to new prospect list 
requesting that they not disappoint the children who will be 
“served a special dessert by you!” Line up at least one guest via 
personal phone call and position their attendance as a way for 
SJDA children to get acquainted with the larger community and 
the people in it.

Issue first newsletter of the year 

Content Suggestions:

Creeping back from Covid

Family employment/finance/needs update 

Multi-family living feature

Photo of every new Kindergartener

Quotes from parents about their hopes for their child and their 
expectations for a Catholic education.

New teacher feature as appropriate

Pen Pal  program feature with letter excerpts (focus on kids and “in 
their words”)

History of the marimba and its place in Latino music and 
celebration

Accompanying Appeal Letter Content Suggestions

Bittersweet time of entrusting our babies (Kindergartners) to 
others and what a responsibility that is for us, the greater SJDA 
family.  

Mary had to entrust Jesus to the rabbis.

Vocations/Volunteer Sunday and growth of the Church as 
dependent on Latino leadership

We all are shepherding new growth (our babies) and growth of 
the church (vocations)

Anticipated Revenues:  $20,000

Convene First Development Board Meeting

Student/Teacher presence at start of meeting;

Lay out calendar for the year including meetings, events, financial 
goals;

Announce individual assignments as developed through the 
summer lunches;

Elicit each board member’s personal story of why they are 
affiliated with SJDA and share Elevator Speech (or share from you 
one-one August meeting notes)

Unveil details for Hispanic Heritage Month and request 
participation;

Share names given to you over the summer when you met with 
top 10 donors and develop plan for approaching these prospects;

Discuss $35,000 for new donor money and how that will be 
accomplished by via board efforts. Outline a preliminary plan for 
achieving these results;d

Review local non profit annual reports that were collected in 
June and pick out prospective donors to woo this year, assigning 
contacts and deciding on approach (add to data base.

Be sure every member has something to report on and is 
included in the agenda.

Report on results of top donor meetings and share the contact 
names developed out of those meetings, developing a plan, 
during the meeting, to contact each one.

Giving Tuesday

Develop Giving Tuesday peer-to-peer virtual appeal content and 
landing page. Do this now before details of Hispanic Heritage 
Week become all-consuming.  Remind Novosad and Patzy to 
begin to think through and onboard their team leaders.

Lybunt Followup

Issue followup Lybunt/Sybunt letter  
(from July phone-a-thon/mailing)

  

SRN Insert or Bulletin Announcement

Introduce new SRN/SJDA representative with photo

Call to action

September
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Launch Hispanic Heritage Week Open House & In-Classroom 
Twist Auction

Goal:  $20,000

CONCEPT:

Develop a cultural experience for donors and parents. This is a 
friend-raiser as well as a fundraiser. Encourage board members 
to invite new people to SJDA.  Lower graders to focus on a Latin 
American country, each classroom will offer a cultural experience. 
(i.e. Kindergarten representing Mexico will have Mwxican Loteria 
(Mexican Bingo). The middle school will present in innovative 
ways Hispanic Honorees, focused on subject matter (poets, 
authors, painters, scientists, mathematicians, and religion). The 
Living Saints Museums fulfills the religion category. 

Solicit donations through the invitation and an email campaign. 
In the lead up to HHN focus Facebook posting on students 
preparing, decoratiing, and rehearsing;

Have families support their child’s class with options for lower-
level giving;

Invite newcomers from Lunch with Principal and Diocesan 
Bulletin Advertisers to sample the wares and indulge in an 
evening of Hispanic Hospitality;

Sell in advance 50/50 raffle tickets for top auction items such as a 
Cottage Weekend. Sell on site as necessary. (50 tickets @ $50 each 
= $2,500)

Ask board members to donate their cottage or other appropriate 
experience for the raffle.

Have classroom items featured on SJDA Facebook Page and 
Website for online auctioning and invite guests to participate this 
way if they cannot attend;

Make a special outreach to St. Pius X, Holy Redeemer, Holy Family 
Sparta and other targeted parishes and work hard for their 
attendance

Include Hispanic Chamber of Commerce on invitation list and, 
perhaps, leadership from Rosa Fraga’s Latino group and area 
neighborhood associations

Be sure Cook Foundation knows about this and is invited as well 
as Wege

Thank board for their unique gifts

Share Odd/Happy/Insider news

Quote or call-out members and share insights

Share links to interesting news articles/opinion pieces

Spotlight life a Latino saint

The years go by.  The time, it does fly.  Every single second is a moment in time that 
passes.  And it seems like nothing - but when you’re looking back…well, it amounts 

to everything
Ray Bradbury

October
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Oversee Giving Tuesday  Launch 
(Latino Pipeline and Millennial/GenZ Focus )

Goal: $5,000

Introduce bankers and investment counselors to SJDA. Board 
driven event. Burgess/Zimmerman.

Goal: $5,000 in new money with exponential growth (Think 
Weller)

Develop and Print Christmas Card

Second Board Meeting

Deconstruct Hispanic Heritage Night (4Step Process)

Review Christmas Card and send home for personal note and 
mailing

Show End of Year Appeal concept and ask for feedback

Reminder about planned giving option and hand out brochures 
to all members

Discuss school visits.  Who is lined up?  Tour/Morning Prayer/
Lunch with the Principal. Ask for help here and prime the pump 
for serious attendance

Discuss upcoming St. Pius/Holy Redeemer Guadalupe Mass & 
Cultural Exchange and hopes for ongoing connection here

Report on Giving Tuesday and thank you to board members who 
steered this appeal and now on way to developing a Millennial 
GenZ audience and reaching out more successfully to Latinos for 
community support.

Have students sing Christmas Carol or sing Emmanuel and light 
Advent candle

Issue End of Year Appeal

Goal:  $100,000

St. Pius/Holy Redeemer Guadalupe Mass & Cultural Exchange 
Launch

Christmas Card Mailing

Special Letter to $75 - $200 Donors  
(Second Monthly Donor Solicitation Campaign)

Develop special letter and response card for all donors who give 
between $75 - $200 annually, asking them to come on board at 
$25 per month and help launch a special giving circle. 

What is $25 worth to them (3 lbs of coffee? One tank of gasoline?) 
and what it means to SJDA and its students (the chance to stay 
in a competitive school. the difference between a faith-inspired 
education and a secular one. the opportunity to find self-esteem 
through their Hispanic Catholic heritage)

Follow with pledge card and personal note signed by student/
parent

Follow back pledges with student photograph, bookmark, 
bumper sticker or prayer card 

Anticipated Revenues:  $14,000 (See July)

Communicate with Board Members (Email)

Content Suggestions

Thanks for your for unique gifts (provide examples)

Share Odd/Happy/Insider news

Quote members and share the insights they have shared with 
you

Share links to interesting news articles/opinion pieces

Spotlight life of Latino saint

invite to upcoming Guadalupe Mass at St. Pius X/Holy Redeemer

Run Guadalupe Reenactment Mass on Website

Drive donors to view with an email

Send email with link to all St. Pius X / Holy Redeemer parishioners 
(having previously collected their emails / parish directory)

November December
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Mail updated Lunch with Principal Invitation. 

Stress the imperative of the invitation  (Students are waiting for 
their visit and recognition). 

Conduct call-backs to schedule.

SRN Pulpit Exchange

(Ideally, this has been moved and re-invented as Vocations 
Sunday)

Goal:    $50,000

Early communication in SRN bulletin, website, Facebook and 
mailers

State fund-raising goal and needs

Introduction at pulpit by SRN parishioner (Novosad)

Student participation

State of the School address by principal (pulpit)

Students assist with collection baskets

Find ways to communicate via email in advance of event and 
after

Third Board Meeting

Offer update on each part of the fund-raising pie (see earlier 
graphic)

Set priorities and approaches for remainder of the year

Request feedback /suggestions on newsletter and other forms 
of communication (consistent with plan to form two-way 
communication circles)

Re-visit board driven new donor goals and show progress/set 
parameters and brainstorm on how to bring this project home

Thank Novosad and Patzy for their successful Giving Tuesday 
campaign and have them report on it

Involve student/teacher at start or end of meeting as a feel-good 
reminder of why we serve

January

Assess the Spigot 

Review all pump-priming activities and follow through as 
necessary 

Where are you with board directed new donor goal of $35,000 
and help that one along, re-ignite the process

Consider asterisk on Page 3 and address any shortfalls.

Are monthly donations on the rise? If not, time to assess this 
project using the 4Steps

What businesses have you contacted via advertising sources like 
diocesan bulletins and who on board or staff can help with this 
now? Create a mailer and follow up via phone.

What about major donor prospects? Where is the list and how 
have these people been contacted? Review non-profit annual 
reports and diocesan giving publications for new sources to bring 
up and assign to your board

How is the St. Pius X and Holy Redeemer/Jenison 
Connectioncoming along?  What can be done to further those 
relationships? Work toward on-site collaboration (ie Guadalupe 
Mass, pulpit exchange with families and students present, high 
profile cultural exchanges and engagements)

Communicate with Board Members (Email)

Content Suggestions

Thank you for unique gifts

Share Odd/Happy/Insider news

Quote or call-out members and share insights

Share links to interesting news articles/opinion pieces

Spotlight life of Latino saint

Ask for spigot referral/assistance with contact information

Reminder and update on new donor goals ($35,000)

Update on new monthly donor progress and SRN collection

Ask for solutions to short-falls, if any

Invite Foundations to Visit

Issue personal update as to what their support has achieved

Invite to come review classrooms and plans for the remainder of 
the year and into next

February
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Events
SRN Mass  $50,000
Hispanic Heritage Night $15,000
$65,000 raised with $205,000 remaining
 
Foundations
Walsh Foundation $5,000
Kremer Foundation $10,000  
New Annual Grant(s) $30,000  
Jandernoa $25,000  
$70,000 raised with $90,000 remaining

Appeals
Newsletters x 1 $20,000
Giving Tuesday $5,000
End of Year $100,000
$125,000 raised with $71,000 remaining

New Money
Promise Conversions $15,000
New Monthly’s $19,000
New Donors (board driven) $17,500
$51,000 raised with $322,500 remaining

Fund Raising Buckets By February 1 (Projections)
44% There!  56% to Go!

 

10%

12%

14%

56%
7%

Events Foundations Appeals New Remaining

Total: $311,500 raised by Feb.
$388,500 remaining to raise by June 30

Learn how to see.  Realize that everything connects to everything else.
Leonardo daVinci
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Seek Ways to Pre-Secure May Crowning Gifts
$155,000 May Crowning + $20,000-$50,000 Golf*  = 50% of remaining funding
$90,000 Foundations = 22% of remaining funding

Pay Attention to the Small Increments that equal 28% of remaining funding
$35,000 N/P parishes including upgrades plus new (send out those “keep us in your budget” letters)
$15,000 Promise Conversions
$30,000 remaining newsletters
$15,000 new donors - board driven
$10,000 new monthlies
$8,000 Lybunt/Sybunt

Concentrating Efforts Moving Forward

MC+Golf

N/P Parishes

Promise Conversions

Foundations

Lybunt + Newsletter

New Doors + New Monies

*Calculate for O'Rourke Open $20,000 in year one with $10,000 increments and plan to redress remaining need to raise $700,000 annually

50%

22%

9%

9%

4% 6%
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ANALYZE IT

What does this graph say to you?

Is the message advantageous or disadvantageous to SJDA?

Where would you expect 2022 to land? 

Notice that the number of donations is static. What does this mean?

WHAT WE KNOW

Stating a financial goal works. 

A parishioner spokesperson works.

Number of Catholic School’s Week donors are flat.

There is untapped money within the parish as evidenced by 2021 major gifts.

SRN Catholic School’s Week Donations & Number of Donors Over Time

SRN CATHOLIC SCHOOL’S WEEK

Year Total Donations Total Donors
2017 $22,095 123
2018 31,193 110
2019 18,093 129
2020 20,647 142
2021 74,989 139

In 2018, for the first time, SJDA was introduced to the congregation by a fellow parishioners.  Donations went up.

In 2019 there was an apparent push-back (voiced by some parishioners) regarding the principal. Donations plummeted.

In 2021, a goal of $50,000 was widely communicated and donations rose astronomically.  

Just four donors accounted for $41,000 in donations in 2021 without which the total would look static at $33,989, or, an average of 
$29,784 over five years.

Number of Donors Total Donations

              2017                                    2018                              2019                         2020                              2021                           

60,000

40,000

20,000

0
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What We Don’t Know & Should Find Out

Are SRN Catholic School’s Week donors the same year after year or different?

If different, why are we losing those that contributed earlier and how can we welcome them back?

If the same, why are not more parishioners responding to the Catholic School’s Week call?

Are there unique SRN donors who contribute only during this collection or is the SRN collection merely an extension of SRN donors 
who contribute at other events and throughout the year?

If growing the number of SRN parishioners who donate to SJDA is a goal, how should this information be utilized to do that?

What We Might Consider

Move the SRN collection away from Catholic School’s Week where it may be competing with the parish school.

Consider a unique selling position for SJDA, such as creating a Vocations Sunday collection where Latinos and the future of the 
Catholic Church can be promoted. Or, create a Discernment Sunday, for example. This has the added advantage of being an easy sell 
to clergy. 

Move the SRN collection out of winter months where weather is an inhibitor snow birds have flown and where the collection takes 
place on the heels of the end of year appeal. September 25 is World Day of Migrants and Refugees, for example, although centering 
around Vocations is a much stronger position and should be advocated.

The static contributions for this appeal is a warning sign that something is amiss. Number of donors should be increasing. It could be 
that as the parish has grown, newcomers are not aware of the SRN/SJDA relationship and need to be further cultivated.  Or it could 
be that only those present at the Mass dobate. Reasons for static contributions should be explored

It’s been many years since there was an official SRN/SJDA conduit that worked proactively within the church and this absence needs 
to be addressed.

Consider advertising for representatives (SRN, St. Pius X and Holy Redeemer) in the bulletin. Ask for those who 
feel they might be called to serve a mission school to contact you. Before signing on, make sure duties and 
expectations are clear.

And we know that to them who love  
God all things work together for good.

Romans 8:28
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Updated Lunch with Principal Invitation

Stress the imperative of the invitations  (Students are waiting for 
their visit and recognition). 

Conduct call-backs to schedule.

Newsletter

Goal:    $20,000

Content Suggestions:

Curriculum focus, perhaps Science or Science Fair or upcoming 
Career Day. 

Emphasize the rejuvenating factors that education provides and 
tie this with Easter, resurrection and New Life.  Show how SJDA 
stands in relationship to similar schools nationwide.

Feature quotes from donor/career day speaker/student or parent

Test score update

Feature past SJDA graduate and what/how they are doing now.  
Does not need to be lengthy. A photograph with a few hard facts 
(date of graduation, current study, career aspirations and a quote 
about SJDA memory or similar is all that is needed)

Any photos of field trips (avoid group photos) or classroom VIP 
visitor(s)

Family/Parent feature: how they volunteer at church/school, what 
Easter traditions they treasure most and are maintaining at home, 
etc. Career goals for both parents and students

If space allows, include story of a Latino saint or a special religious 
tradition or a special sidebar on how Easter is celebrated in Latino 
countries

In Accompanying Appeal Letter:

Discuss traditions.  Segue into US traditions of giving and Catholic 
tradition of giving. Be part of that tradition and continue that 
legacy of caring for others with a generous donations to help see 
SJDA through the close of the school year

Discuss Easter and resurrection - the invitation to resurrect 
ourselves this spring through giving and sacrifice as Jesus did. 
Students, too, are ‘resurrected’ to a new life via education.

Fourth Board Meeting

Introduce new board members 

Ask  all others present to share why they have chosen to 
volunteer for SJDA - personal stories (precursor to individual’s 
elevator speech)

Discuss how to make May Crowning biggest success ever?!

Who can help with MC corporate giving promotions and advance 
commitments. Assign that project.

Is there great news to share on curriculum/test scores?

Include student/teacher participation at start of meeting

Share income graphs

Who is bringing new prospects for a tour this month? (Don’t let 
this slide just because you are knee deep in May Crowning and 
Golf.  Not many weeks left for touring)

What foundation leadership will visit the school soon?

Introduce new SRN representative and have her share outline of 
her goals and responsibilities (2021 and beyond)

March
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April May

May Crowning 

Design and Mail Invitation

Final secure of corporate sponsors

Final secure of pro bono catering

Reminder request to large donors with giving level suggestion 
included

Special invitation and outreach to young singles, Marriage 
Encounter attendees, pre-cana participants, RCIA from sister 
parishes

Promise Donor Mailing

To all who have completed pledge, ask for new commitment 
in addition to what they are giving at MC. Send with donation 
history as appropriate. Request specific amount. 

Communicate with Board Members (Email Update)

Content Suggestions

Thank you for unique gifts

Share Odd/Happy/Insider news

Quote or call-out members and share insights

Share links to interesting news articles/opinion pieces

Request May Crowning support

Offer income against goals graph

Update on $35,000 new donor gift goal that is board-drivien

May Crowning

Goal:    $165,000   
  (not including parish contributions)

2021 : Online event

After 2021:  Freshen up with concepts such as:

Auction a pilgrimage to Basilica of Our Lady of Guadalupe with Fr. 
Dudek

Auction “Paella & Pivo” with (major donor to host/moms prepare 
Paella)

Focus on education by featuring 8th grade graduates and their 
stories

Combine with a Mass and Communion

  

Last Board Meeting of the Year

Have younger student/classroom open with prayer and present 
board with an oversize hand made thank you card;

Share Elevator Speech and ask that all members prepare their 
own to share at September meeting;

Review May Crowning income to date and share end of year 
revenue projections;

Arrange for staff to thank board, perhaps with a surprise cake and 
by serving dessert;

Be sure every member has something to report on and is 
included in the agenda.

Ask for spigot referral/assistance with contacting over the 
summer 

Reminder and update on new donor goals; were they met and 
what else needs doing?

Announce plans for July phone campaign

Discuss how students and parents are being prepared for more 
direct fundraising role moving forward parents and students

Set next year’s meeting dates and financial goals

Thank you for unique gifts
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June

SJDA Terry O’Rouke Memorial Golf Outing 

Goal:    $20,000 - 2021

  $30,000 - 2022

  $40,000 - 2023

  $50,000 - 2024

Issue last newsletter of the year 

Goal:  $10,000+

Content Suggestions:

Feature 8th Grade Graduates

Where are they going?

What are their plans?

How do they thank SJDA?

How does their education and the support you’ve provided 
improve the world?

Feature end-of-year test scores if not included in previous 
newsletters.

Discuss what students do over the summer. Where they go for 
‘vacations’ (ie library and public parks in order to save money for 
tuition).

Ways SJDA students will stay connected academically over the 
summer.

Any summer volunteering going on?

In Accompanying Appeal Letter:

Discuss letting go as parent - letting go of our 8th graders and 
sending them out into the world. 

Perhaps tie to letting go of old donations habits and writing a 
check during this ‘off season'

Ask to keep all students in prayers through the summer. 
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Crafting a message that will stand out and resonate with your natural constituency takes thought and skill.

Deliver Meaning 

Keep content donor-centric rather than institution-centric

Focus content on people and needs

The newsletter is about the school and its heartbeat, its 
personality, its people

Speak to your audience in the language of an insider

Show and Include

Students, families, volunteers (Avoid large group photographs 
and focus, instead, on larger, intimate profile pictures)

School success: test scores, student competitions

Meeting challenges with aplomb (cold classrooms, covid 
masking, deportations, language barriers, multi-generational 
living, how families stay connected over countries and 
continents)

Latinos and the future of the Catholic Church (SJDA’s leadership 
in vocational preparation and in the social work and helping 
professions.)

Peek behind the classroom scene: how teachers are combating 
bullying, how students are learning prayers of gratitude or 
learning personal prayer, report on first grade pen pal program 
and sweetness of cultural exchange. 

Profile teacher who is doing something extra like coaching 
Girls on the Run, offering an after school Chess Club, managing 
Science Fair - focus on their faith basis for doing so and the 
children who benefit.

Social Impact of an SJDA education and of donor’s investment 
(ROI)

Always include letter signed by administration where topics 
such as giving trends, philanthropic impact, and appreciation/
need can be expressed while fiduciary responsibility is evident 
via signatures.

On occasion and with much thought, feature a new donor 
or an old donor who has consistently given over many years 
- especially to emphasize the feel-good energy of giving and 
to emphasize concept that generous giving is in everyone’s 
capacity.

Feature new donor quotes from SASE Questionnaire with or 
without attribution as uplifting note. Or, better, look for ways to 
include these in the appeal letter.

Follow up with a Killer thank-you

Stay away from:

Fundraising event news/results. Rather keep this information in 
view via website, instagram and facebook and make mention, 
if/as appropriate, within the appeal letter but not within the 
body of the newsletter itself.

News about Capital updates and purchases, website upgrades, 
rebranding campaigns, and the like. 

Promoting future events (utilize an insert if necessary or keep 
to separate mailing) and news about big grants.

Any information that is exclusive rather than inclusive (praising 
the SRN collection is exclusive, for example)

Above is known-as ‘ego-centric communication’. Avoid at all 
costs!

Newsletter Rules of Thumb

“Communication leads to community, that is, to 
understanding, intimacy and mutual valuing.”

Rollo May
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As an organization with an operating budget of over $1million and a fundraising schedule of $700,000+ annually, San Juan Diego 
Academy is ethically obliged to develop a strong and conscientious board of directors to serve in the capacity of institutional oversight 
and to assure budgetary needs are met.

But, healthy boards don’t just happen.  They require careful recruitment, appropriate orientation and training, attention to developing a 
true partnership between board and staff while valuing the contribution of a group of unpaid but highly dedicated people. 

In addition to setting policies and maintaining the nonprofit's overall direction, a good board also serves an immensely practical role by

 • defining the nonprofit's mission

 • establishing priorities

 • crafting strategies

 • ensuring that plans and programs are implemented

 • fundraising

You should be able to count on your board members to spread the word about your good work, use their connections to gain access to 
potential donors, actively participate in fundraising campaigns, and -- when financially feasible — make their own donations. 

Whether a board member is more comfortable working behind the scenes or asking for money directly, there should be a way for the 
whole board to get involved.

Sadly, a  2015 study by Stanford University found that half of nonprofit directors believe their 
fellow board members are not engaged in their work with the organization, while a third are not 

satisfied with the board’s ability to evaluate the performance of the organization. 

Why is there not better attendance at board meetings? Why aren’t there more board members serving on committees? How do we get 
more board members to participate and support fundraising activities? 

On the other side of the coin, board members may be just as frustrated because they feel 
underutilized and are not sure what is expected of them.

One way to address this issue is to develop a board contract or board commitment letter. A well written commitment letter can briefly 
and precisely list the specific responsibilities and participation expected of your board members.

Not intended to be legally enforced, the contract outlines explicitly what is expected of individual board members, and how the 
organization will in turn be responsible to them.

“The miracle is not that we do this work, but that we are happy 
to do it.”

Mother Teresa

Board Building
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The board chair should sign two copies of this agreement for each board member. Each new board member should sign both, 
return one copy to the board chair, and keep the other for reference. Signing the agreements ensures that board members will read 
them, and is a symbolic gesture about their importance.

The board discussion about what to include in its contract or agreement is valuable in itself. We hope this sample document will 
help get that discussion started.

Courtesy Blue Avocado

https://blueavocado.org/board-of-directors/a-board-member-contract/#:~:text=I%20believe%20in%20the%20purpose,and%20
act%20as%20a%20spokesperson

San Juan Diego Academy is in critical need of developing a strong fundraising board. It matters less how many are serving than how 
they serve. Individuals of influence and affluence who support the school’s mission must be identified and brought into the fold.

It is critical to make board building an ongoing task to assure the school’s viability in the face of staff changes or financial challenges. 

Names that have been considered for engagement include:

Mary Panek

Richard Panek

Eileen Vaughan

Sherri Bowen

Joseph Erhardt

A representative from St. Pius X

A representative from Holy Redeemer, Jenison

A representative from the Hispanic Chamber of Commerce

A SJDA/College graduate

People who may be helpful in identifying potential board members include:

Fr. Joachim Lally

William Lawrence

Larry Erhardt

Steve Waugh

Robert & Lisa Novosad

Dave and Carol Burgess

The Cook Foundation

Fr. Rene Constunza

Major Donors

Sample Board Member Contract

I, ______________________________________________, understand that as a member of the Board of Directors of 

______________________, I have a legal and ethical responsibility to ensure that the organization does the best work possible 
in pursuit of its goals. I believe in the purpose and the mission of the organization, and I will act responsibly and prudently as its 
steward. As part of my responsibilities as a board member:

1.  I will interpret the organization’s work and values to the community, represent the organization, and act as a spokesperson.

2.  In turn, I will interpret our constituencies’ needs and values to the organization, speak out for their interests, and on their 
behalf, hold the organization accountable.

3.  I will attend at least 75 percent of board meetings, committee meetings, and special events.

4.  Each year, but no later than Thanksgiving of each year and without having to be asked, I will make a personal financial 
contribution at a level that is meaningful to me.

5.  I will actively participate in one or more fundraising activities.

6.  I will excuse myself from discussions and votes where I have a conflict of interest.

7.  I will stay informed about what’s going on in the organization. I will ask questions and request information. I will participate 
in and take responsibility for making decisions on issues, policies, and other matters. I will not stay silent if I have questions or 
concerns.

8.  While I am a member of this board, I will make every effort to vote in every public election.

9.  I will work in good faith with staff and other board members as partners toward achievement of our goals.

10.  If I don’t fulfill these commitments to the organization, I will expect the board president to call me and discuss my 
responsibilities with me.

In turn, the organization will be responsible to me in the following ways:

1.  I will be sent, without having to request them, quarterly financial reports and an update of organizational activities that allow 
me to meet the “prudent person” standards of the law. (The “prudent person rule,” states that an individual must act with the 
same judgment and care as, in like circumstances, a prudent person would act.)

2.  Opportunities will be offered to me to discuss with the executive director and the board president the organization’s 
programs, goals, activities, and status; additionally, I can request such opportunities.

3.  The organization will help me perform my duties by keeping me informed about issues in the industry and field in which we 
are working and by offering me opportunities for professional development as a board member.

4.  Board members and staff will respond in a straightforward fashion to questions that I feel are necessary to carry out my 
fiscal, legal, and moral responsibilities to this organization. Board members and staff will work in good faith with me toward 
achievement of our goals.

5.  If the organization does not fulfill its commitments to me, I can call on the board president and executive director to discuss 
the organization’s responsibilities to me.

Signed:  by _________________________, Board Member             Date __________________

and by __________________________, Chair of the Board of Directors      Date __________________
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“We make a living by what we get. We make a life by 
what we give.”

Winston Churchill



“Remember, if Plan A doesn't work there 
are 25 more letters in the alphabet ”
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